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The ITER divertor maintenance takes place approximately every second year. The maintenance occurs in very harsh and mechanically

complicated environment. Due to the critical nature of the maintenance operations, the maintenance equipment design and the operation

cycle will be verified in DTP2 test platform, in Tampere, Finland. 

TUT/IHA is working on the ITER divertor maintenance devices. Due to the complexity of the operation environment and tasks to be

performed, 3d models and kinematic simulation have been valuable tool when developing the devices. Further, IHA has integrated to

the models also dynamic properties of the device, so that it can be discussed as a virtual prototype. The virtual prototype can be used to

verify the operation of the device, the operation cycle and also as a platform for developing the control software for the device. 

For device development, the virtual prototype is used to analyze the dynamic behavior, loading and flexibility of the device. The virtual

prototype was also connected to real hardware to verify the operation of one joint. Then, the virtual model in computer was run and the

output of the joints was given to a hydraulic cylinder representing disturbance load for an other hydraulic cylinder, which was operating

under control software and aiming to move smoothly regardless of the disturbance load. By that way we were able to verify that the real

system operates close enough with the simulation model. 

The virtual model is also used to shorten the time to get the DTP2 platform working. The CMM control software is done with virtual

models as ready as possible. The CMM virtual model is connected to one-joint control hardware which allows developing the controller

software one joint at time. 

In this paper, also other possibilities to use virtual prototypes in ITER divertor maintenance development are discussed.
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